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Intergovernmental on Climate Change 2021
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“It is unequivocal that human influence has 
warmed the atmosphere, ocean, and land.  
Widespread and rapid changes in the atmosphere, 
ocean cryosphere, and biosphere have occurred.”



Massey and Willett, 2020. Climate Change and Missouri Agriculture.
Report to the Missouri Soybean Association

• The 5-year moving average annual temperature in 
Missouri has been above the long-term average 
(1895-2019) for 22 of the last 25 years. Missouri 
winters and springs and night-time temperatures 
have experienced the greatest warming trends.

• The 5-year moving average annual precipitation in 
Missouri has been above the long-term for all but 3 
of the last 25 years. Highest increases in spring 
(March-May). Extreme rainfall events (>3’’) have 
increased by 35% over the past 20 years.



Anthropogenic inputs of greenhouse gases are keeping more 
heat in the atmosphere and therefore producing global 
warming.





Tracking Greenhouse Gas Concentrations in the Atmosphere
(Big increases after 1900)



https://skepticalscience.com/graphics.php?g=2
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Net gain of 11 gigatons of CO2 per year (Rising Temps)

Rising SL- Thermal 
Expansion and glacier 
melting



https://www.globalgiving.org/learn/cost-to-end-climate-change/



Acid Rain

Sulfur, nitrogen and carbon emissions combine with water vapor in the clouds to 
form sulfuric, nitric and carbonic acid. Wind patterns of North America carry 
pollutants from busy cities, factories and industrial centers in the Midwest and 
drops them on the Northeastern U.S. and Canada. They fall to Earth as acid rain or 
snow acidifying surface water and soils to weaken plants and animals.



Ozone Hole
Chlorine and bromine emissions can be relatively inert at ground-level but reduce 
UV-shielding in upper atmosphere primarily over the South Pole in winter and 
spring. Ozone-depleting substances include synthetic chemicals used for 
refrigeration, air conditioning, and foam blowing.

Bigger= bad Smaller= better



Coastal Eutrophication (i.e.,“Dead” Zones)



Missouri and Climate Change
OBJECTIVES

• How did we get here? Review of discoveries 
and developments…

• Missouri impacts: Higher temps, hydrologic 
variability, and floods…

• Outlook



Scientific History of Greenhouse Warming
• Fourier (1824) & Pouillet (1827-38)- Speculated that 

water vapor and CO2 maintain the heat balance of the 
atmosphere.

• Eunice Foote (1856)-Tested heat trapping qualities of 
CO2

• Arrhenius (1896)- Calculated rates of temperature rise 
caused by increased CO2

• Eckholm (1901)- First to use the term “Greenhouse 
Effect.”



Atmospheric CO2 Curve from the Mauna Loa Observatory

Nov 2021 = 
414.97 ppm

Keeling (1960)-seasonal fluctuations and Keeling (1961)-rising trend



Oil Company Research
Sources: Center for International Environmental Low & InsideClimate News

• 1957- “Although appreciable amounts of carbon dioxide have 
undoubtedly been added from soils by tilling of land, 
apparently a much greater amount has resulted from the 
combustion of fossil fuels” (Humble Oil, now ExxonMobil)

• 1968-among the possible sources of rising CO2 in the 
atmosphere, “none seems to fit the presently observed 
situation as well as the fossil fuel emanation theory.” The 
paper warns that significant rises in CO2 could melt icecaps, 
increase sea levels, change fish distributions and increase 
plant photosynthesis. (American Petroleum Institute)

Anthropogenic CO2 is the main source and can cause warming



More Oil Company Research…

• 1978- Internal briefing paper called “The Greenhouse Effect” 
following from a 1977 presentation to Exxon’s management 
committee. The paper warns that human-caused emissions 
could raise global temperatures and result in serious 
consequences. “Present thinking holds that man has a time 
window of five to ten years before the need for hard decisions 
regarding changes in energy strategies might become critical” 
(Exxon Products Research Division)

• 1983- Exxon cuts funding for climate research from $900,000 
per year to $150,000 (total research budget at that time was 
more than $600 million)

Suggestion of the need for immediate action



Authors:
– John S. Hoffman (1950-2012) 

(worked on energy star program & 
reduction in CFCs)

– Dale Keyes 
– James G. Titus

1) Global sea level will almost certainly 
rise in coming decades.

2) Estimates of future sea level rise can 
be used to reduce its adverse effects.

3) Range in sea level rise estimates 
could be narrowed by accelerating 
research

October 24, 1983
Used over 100 reviewers

By 2100: 5-7 ft rise is most likely, but 
maybe as low as 2 ft.

East and Gulf coasts will be 0.6-0.8 ft
higher than global average

Overall Conclusions



Concern by Shell Oil Company in 1986
 Need for immediate action to address warming…

"With the very long time-scales involved, it would be tempting 
for society to wait until then before doing anything," company 
researchers wrote in a 1988 report based on studies completed 
in 1986. "The potential implications for the world are, however, 
so large that policy options need to be considered much earlier. 
And the energy industry needs to consider how it should play its 
part." Otherwise, a team of Shell experts said, "it could be too 
late to take effective countermeasures to reduce the effects or 
even to stabilize the situation."

https://insideclimatenews.org/news/05042018/shell-knew-scientists-climate-change-
risks-fossil-fuels-global-warming-company-documents-netherlands-lawsuits

https://insideclimatenews.org/news/05042018/shell-knew-scientists-climate-change-risks-fossil-fuels-global-warming-company-documents-netherlands-lawsuits


Global warming Hockey stick graph
(Mann, Bradley, and Hughes, 1999)



Global Mean Surface Temperature from 1880 to 2020, 
relative to the 1951-1980 mean of 14.2 °C (57.6 °F).

http://berkeleyearth.org/global-temperature-report-for-2020/



Missouri
News-Leader Article (2013)

5 oF warmer hardiness 
zone shifted north 
about 150 miles in a 
20 year period.

Landscapers and farmers 
are changing plant 
selections and planting 
habits as the state slowly 
warms up.



Climate Change and Missouri Agriculture, 
Massey and Willett, 2020. 

• Increased atmospheric CO2 concentrations will 
likely favor weeds and increase herbicide 
resistance problems.

• Increased temperatures are forecasted to 
reduce Missouri corn and soybean yields in 
the next few years.

• Increased extreme rainfall events during the 
spring make planting more difficult and 
increase erosion.



Greatest change in reduced snowfall 
since 1970

• Nashville, TN -59%
• Knoxville, TN -52%
• El Passo, TX -52%
• Albuquerque/Sante Fe, NM -50%
• Springfield, MO -46%

Climate Central, 2020. The case of the shifting snow. 
https://www.climatecentral.org/news/report-the-case-of-the-shifting-
snow



Drought Risk and Regional Outlook



Missouri Drought (2000-2021)

Drought Condition Land % Population %

Moderate 15.7 14.8

Severe 5.7 4.9

Extreme 1.5 1.3

Exceptional 0.1 0.1

Total= 23 21.1

https://stacker.com/missouri/see-how-much-missouri-experiencing-drought-conditions



National Climate Assessment (2014)
Missouri= 37% increase in very heavy precipitation.  So what? 

More runoff more floods.

Warmer air can hold more humidity
Also, can dry out soil faster.





.

Gage record since 1956 (62 years)
5 largest flood peaks since 1993 (not including 1909)



25 USGS gage sites: distributed across the Ozarks

Ozark Highlands- What are the recent flood trends?



Flood Different Ratio (1986-2015 / 1956-1985)
By 2015, 50-70% gages showed >10% increase in floods

Region n mean median % R >1.1

Bank-full Flood
Salem 15 1.13 1.14 53
Springfield 10 1.20 1.21 70

100-YR Flood
Salem 15 1.19 1.19 53
Springfield 10 1.27 1.13 70

(Plateau)

Note: By 2021, 60-80% of gages show increases in flooding



Since 1990, peak annual stream flows have increased by 2-6% per year.
Heimann, Holmes, Jr., and Harris, 2018. Flooding in the Southern Midwestern United States, April-

May 2017, US Geological Survey OFR-2018-1004.





North Fork River at
CC Bridge-May 2017

INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS



Ecological Losses= riparian forest damage



Van Buren, Missouri- Largest flood on record since 1904
April 30, 2017 cresting at 37.4 ft

The flood crested about 10 ft higher than at any time in the last century.



10 ft higher than any flood 
during the past 100 years

April 2017 
Flood



FEMA Flood Assistance 
2000-2015 (in 2021 $)

Individual= 131 million $

Public= 977 billion $

About $10,000 per Missouri 
resident annually from 
FEMA for flood damage



Bigger floods= more bank erosion

An example of a pre-restoration site in the Huzzah Creek watershed. Photo by: Steve Herrington, The Nature 
Conservancy-Missouri Chapter.

1) More floods,
2) More channel erosion,
3) Wider channels,
4) More sediment, &
5) Poorer habitat conditions.



Change in floods from 1956-1985 to 1986-2015

1.5 yr RI= +28%

10 yr RI= +26%

100 yr RI= +34%

Channel has widened and 
more gravel bars formed 
during the 1990s and 2000s…



Big River 2007 to 2013:Channel widened by 7.6% (2.7 m or 0.5 m/yr) 

Flat River 
Creek

Mineral 
Fork

Mill 
Creek

Heads 
Creek

1.1 m/yr

0.1 m/yr



Bank Erosion Trends in Big River

In Big River: Annual bank 
erosion inputs are equivalent 
to about 10% to 40% of the 
fine sediment in channel and 
bar deposits.

Erosion Decade
2010 2020 m/yr % wider

Desloge- us Hwy 67 156.6 9 33.9 45.9 1.2 35
Cherokee Landing 136.7 4 32.8 34.5 0.2 5
Blackwell- us CC bridge 115.5 9 42.3 48.5 0.6 14
Browns Ford- us access 79.3 9 40.4 43.3 0.3 7

Channel Width (m)
Site R-km CS n

600,000 Mg/yr below leadwood



Big River, Desloge, St. Francois Co., MO

CLIMATE CHANGE (Global)

INTENSE RAINFALL (Regional)

MORE FREQUENT & LARGER FLOODS 
(Sub-regional)

BANK 
EROSION

SEDIMENTATION
CHANNEL INSTABILITY

IMPAIRED AQUATIC HABITAT 
REDUCED RECREATIONAL VALUE
PROPERTY LOSS ($)

Global

Regional

Local



OUTLOOK
It’s happening…



Effects of Climate Change on Water Supply Systems



http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi3s57ukcTbAhVLZawKHYqqD7sQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.climatecentral.org/news/climate-change-economic-damage-us-21582&psig=AOvVaw0p_1y7tpCAoNaOTAlgSZAf&ust=1528549662467304


2018 Missouri Poverty rate= 13.2%

https://www.welfareinfo.org/poverty-rate/missouri/





Where do Greenhouse gases come from?
Climate change touches us all.
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